Abstract-Hierarchical broadcast strategies based on trees are scalable since they distribute the workload among processes and disseminate messages in parallel. In this work we propose an efficient best-effort broadcast algorithm that employs multiple spanning trees to propagate messages that are bundled on tree intersections. The algorithm is autonomic in the sense that it employs dynamic trees rooted at the source process and which rebuild themselves after processes crash. Experimental results obtained with simulation are presented showing the performance to the algorithm in terms of the latency and the number and sizes of messages employed.
Introduction
A process of a distributed system uses broadcast to propagate a message to all other processes in the system. Besteffort broadcast ensures that all correct processes deliver the message if the source does not fail. If the source process can fail, another type of broadcast must be employed: reliable broadcast. Furthermore it is possible to define the order in which messages are delivered, such as those guaranteed by FIFO, causal and atomic broadcast [1] .
Several broadcast algorithms are based on trees [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . If a single tree is employed, each message is first sent to the root of the tree, that will start the broadcast. The main problem of this approach is that the root can become a bottleneck. In addition, these solutions need the extra step in which an initial message is sent to the root to start the broadcast. As faults are unavoidable in distributed systems, the algorithms should be able to build and maintain the tree even as faults occur.
One way to mitigate these problems is to use multiple adaptive trees. In [7] , [8] , [9] we proposed broadcast algorithms based on the VCube [10] . VCube is hypercubelike virtual topology that reconfigures itself and maintains multiple logarithmic properties even after processes crash. The broadcast algorithm propagates messages along spanning trees which are embedded on the VCube. We call the solution autonomic in the sense that the broadcast and the trees tolerate and automatically adapt to process crashes.
Whenever multiple trees are built on a given network, if those trees overlap this can be harnessed by bundling together messages that come to the intersections and are supposed to be forwarded to the same routes. Not only the number of messages is reduced but also the overhead of running the algorithm on the network.
In this paper, we discuss and evaluate the impact of bundling messages to reduce the communication cost of tree-based broadcast algorithms. We present a new besteffort broadcast algorithm based on message bundling. The algorithm was implemented, and simulation results are presented which evaluate the benefits of message bundling through a comparison with an alternative without bundling. Both fault-free and faulty (crash) scenarios were considered, with multiple other features, such as the size of messages and the number of processes. Results confirm the efficiency of the proposed solution considering: (i) the latency to deliver the message to all the correct processes; (ii) the total number of messages, including retransmissions in case of failures; and (iii) size of messages.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related work. Section 3 describes the system model and the VCube, the virtual topology used. The spanning tree algorithm and the motivation for bundling messages are presented in Section 4. The broadcast algorithm is presented in Section 5. Performance results are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
of reducing the average number of hops messages traverse. In [11] , the identifier space of the P2P system is divided into slices, coordinated by a leader node. The latter collects all membership change notifications sent from the nodes of its slice during a period of time and, aiming at reducing bandwidth usage, aggregates the notifications into a single message before sending them to the other slice leaders. Similarly, in [13] , a message bundling technique improves network throughput by reducing the number of packet transmissions and mitigates the load of nodes on the overlay.
The main motivation of data aggregation in WSN and IoT is to save energy by reducing the number of message transmissions. However, this may have an impact on other performance metrics such as latency, load processing, or fault tolerance [16] , [17] , [18] , [20] . In this type of work, the goal is usually to group redundant data into a single message which is delivered to the sink. For example, the authors in [20] present a technique for building dynamic data aggregation trees in wireless sensor networks that minimize the number of redundant messages between transmitters and collectors.
In [21] , message bundles are used to reduce the number of messages required by a parallel algorithm to communicate data and task information. Messages are bundled according to their importance in the context of the algorithm.
A control message bundling framework was proposed in [22] for multicast environments and hierarchical protocols. The aggregation mechanism is based on the maximum number of messages and the timeout limit of each message in the packet. Contrarily to our work, application messages are not combined into packets and the impact of aggregation on trees with known structure is presented as an open issue.
Finally, there are other broadcast algorithms based on spanning trees built on hypercube-like topologies [5] , [23] , [24] . The main difference is that they assume a physical hypercube deployed in hardware on top of which the algorithms run.
System Model
We consider a distributed system that consists of a finite set P of n > 1 processes {p 0 , .., p n−1 } that communicate only by message passing. Processes are organised in a logical hypercube of dimension d = log 2 n. Each single process executes one task and runs on a single processor. Therefore, the terms node and process are used interchangeably in this work.
Processes communicate by sending and receiving messages using atomic point-to-point primitives. The network is fully connected, but processes are organized on a virtual hypercube-like topology, called VCube (Section 3.1). Processes can fail by crashing and there is no recovery. If a process never crashes during a run, it is considered correct or fault-free; otherwise it is considered to be faulty. After any crash, the topology changes, but VCube maintains its logarithmic properties. There is no network partitioning.
Links are reliable, and, thus, messages exchanged between any two correct processes are never lost, corrupted or duplicated.
The system is synchronous, i.e., relative processor speeds and message transmission delay are bounded. In this scenario, VCube implements a perfect failure detector, i.e., faults are detected within a finite amount of time and there is no false suspicion.
The VCube Topology
VCube [10] is a distributed diagnosis algorithm that organizes the correct processes of the system P on a virtual hypercube-like topology. In a hypercube of d dimensions, called d-VCube, there are n = 2 d processes. From the point of view of process i the other n − 1 processes are grouped in log 2 n clusters, denoted by c i,s , where s = 1, ..., log 2 n is the cluster index; cluster c i,s has size 2 s−1 . The ordered set of processes in each cluster can be computed with the function below, in which ⊕ denotes the bitwise exclusive or operator (xor).
Process i executes tests on other processes in c i,s to check whether it is correct or faulty. The test consists of comprehensive procedure that allows the tester to confirm the state of the tested node. If a correct reply is received within an expected time interval, the monitored process is considered to be alive (correct). Otherwise, it is considered to be faulty. In terms of the properties proposed by Chandra and Toueg [25] for unreliable failure detectors, VCube ensures the strong completeness property (eventually every process that crashes is permanently suspected by every correct process) and strong accuracy (correct processes are never suspected to have failed, i.e., no false suspicious). Figure 1 shows an example of the hierarchical organization of process p 0 in a hypercube with four dimensions (n = 2 4 processes). Each cluster is presented in the table. For example, in the first round, process p 0 tests the first process (p 1 ) in the cluster c 0,1 = (1) and obtains information about the state of the other processes stored in p 1 . Then p 0 tests the process p 2 , which is the first process in the cluster c 0,2 = (2, 3). Next, p 0 runs tests in process p 4 of the cluster c 0,3 = (4, 5, 6, 7). Finally, p 8 is tested by p 0 in cluster c 0,4 = (8, 9, .., 15). As each process performs tests concurrently at the end of the last round each process will be tested at least once by another process. This ensures that an event is detected by all correct processes in log process in c j,s . Thus, any process (faulty or fault-free) is tested at most once per round. The average latency can be reduced if every time a fault-free node is tested the tester and tested node exchance new information that was not available the last time they communicated.
The Spanning Tree Algorithm
Let G = (V, E) be a graph that represents a distributed system with |V | nodes and |E| links. We consider that G consists of a single connected component. A spanning tree is defined as a connected and acyclic graph that contains all vertex of G [26] .
Based on the VCube topology, We define the following two functions:
• cluster i (j) = s: Let i and j be two nodes of the system, i = j. Function cluster i (j) = s returns the index s of the cluster of node i that contains node j, 1 ≤ s ≤ log 2 N . For instance, in the 4-VCube shown in Figure 1 , cluster 0 (1) = 1, cluster 0 (2) = cluster 0 (3) = 2, cluster 0 (4) = 3, and cluster 0 (8) = 4. Note that for any i, j, cluster i (j) = cluster j (i).
• F F neighbor i (s) = j (FF=Fault-Free), returns the first correct process j in cluster s of process i, i.e., j is the first correct process of the list generated by the c i,s . For example, in the table of Figure 1 , We then define function subtree i (j) as the set of neighbors of process i related to a source process j :
Let correct i be the set of nodes that node i considers to be correct, based on the tests executed and information received by node i through the VCube.
Using the above functions, the following algorithm, proposed in [8] , creates a spanning tree, rooted at i, propagating m over all non faulty nodes of the system: Algorithm 1 Spanning tree algorithm at process i
if j ∈ correcti then 7:
The set of children of i, the root of the spanning tree, are given by subtree i (log 2 n). Whenever a node k receives m from its parent p, k becomes the root of a subtree with s = cluster k (p) − 1 children. It identifies its non faulty children by calling subtree k (p) and then forwards m to them. The latter behave similarly, if they do not fail neither are leaves. Node k is a leaf if either cluster k (p) = 1 or there is no correct processes in c p,s , s = cluster p (k) − 1.
All correct processes learn about the state of the other processes through VCube. If a crash is detected, say j, all processes execute the event CRASH(j) (line 9). Process j, is removed from the local list of correct processes and m is sent to the next correct process k in the same cluster that contains j (if one exists).
Actually, a VCube spanning tree creates a binomial tree [27] . A binomial tree of order 0 is a single node (2 0 ). The binomial spanning tree of order d has 2 d nodes and it is recursively built from a root node whose children are roots of binomial trees of orders d − 1, d − 2, .., 1, 0. In fact, each child of a process i is the root of a subtree of the cluster in which it is the first correct process according the c i,s . Note that, if there exist faulty processes, a incomplete binomial tree is built.
For example, considering a fault-free scenario, the spanning tree of process 0 in Figure 1 is build by sending the message to the first correct processes in each cluster s = 1, .., log 2 n, represented by the processes 1, 2, 4 and 8. When these process receives the message, they become the root of the subtree in their own cluster. Figure 2 (a) shows the full tree of process 0.
Message Bundling for Overlapping Trees
Message bundling is a way to optimize resource usage in distributed systems by reducing the number of messages sent, and decreasing the overhead of transport and routing protocols. The trees in Figure 2 show the potential of bundling broadcast messages that are sent on multiple trees built on a VCube. Comparing the trees of p 0 and p 4 , for example, it is possible to see that many small subtrees are overlapped. If we compare p 0 and p 8 's trees, we note that only the edge between the two processes themselves is not shared. In this case, a message sent by p 0 can be bundled with a message sent by p 8 , and a single message can be sent on a subtree with half the number of nodes in the system.
The Hierarchical Broadcast Algorithm
Best-effort broadcast ensures the deliver of the messages from a correct source to all correct processes in the system, contrarily to the reliable broadcast which guarantees message delivery even if the source fails.
An algorithm of best-effort broadcast should ensure the Validity and Integrity properties. Validity states that if a correct process broadcasts a message m, then it eventually delivers m; and Integrity guarantees that every correct process delivers the same message at most once (no duplication) and only if that message was previously broadcast by some process (no creation).
Several broadcast algorithms use spanning trees to propagate messages since they are scalable and avoid the ack implosion problem. In this section we present a best-effort broadcast algorithm which exploits spanning tree built over the VCube topology as well as a bundling message strategy.
The Best-Effort Broadcast Algorithm
Algorithm 2 presents our hierarchical best-effort broadcast algorithm with message bundling. It dynamically builds spanning trees on VCube which also provide information about the state (correct or faulty) of the processes of the system. The algorithm tolerates up to n − 1 process crashes.
Each message m from the application have three attributes: (1) the identification of the source process, i.e., the processes that starts the broadcast, represented by m.src; (2) the timestamp, a message counter m.ts that uniquely identifies each message broadcast by the same source; and (3) the size of the message (m.size).
The algorithm uses two types of messages:
• T REE, m : identifies the application message m being propagated; • ACK, (src, ts) : confirms the receipt of m by the destination, src = m.src and ts = m.ts. Two parameters are required by the algorithm: maxDelay, which is the maximum delay that a bundled message can be held by a node before forwarding; and maxP ayload, which corresponds to the maximum packet size.
The local variables kept by process i are: The asterisk is used as a wildcard to select ACKs in the set ack set. An element j, * , m , for example, represents all pending acks for a message m received by process j and forward to any other process.
Source process i broadcasts message m by invoking the BROADCAST procedure, which calls HANDLE MESSAGE to handle m, with m.src identifying the source process and m.ts the message timestamp. The total message size is computed using the length(m) function based on the application data in the message (m.size) plus fields introduced by the broadcast layer.
In order to be able, in case of failure, to retransmit a previously sent message, every message T REE, m sent by i to its neighbors is temporarily kept in msg set i (line 11) while there exist pending acks for this message (line 84). Then, line 13, using rcv base i and rcv win i variables, verifies if m has not already been delivered by i, ensuring, therefore, the no duplication integrity property. When receiving message m of type T REE from process j (line 62), i will handle the message by calling HAN-DLE MESSAGE, provided that the source of m (m.src) and j are both correct. If it is not the case, the reception is aborted since if j is faulty, the process that sent m to j, when detecting j's crash will retransmit the message. Thus j and i will receive m through a new spanning tree that does not contain j. If m.src is faulty, it is not necessary to continue forwarding m since best effort broadcast does not guarantee that all correct processes will deliver m if m.src has failed. On the other hand, when a message ACK, (src, ts) is received by i, the set ack set i is updated and, if there are no more pending acks related to m : m.src = src, m.ts = ts, CHECK ACKS removes m from the set msg set i . If the process k, which has sent m to i, is not i itself and both the source of m and k are correct, then an ACK message is sent to k. If k = i, the latter is the source of m and the broadcast terminates.
Upon the detection that node j has crashed (CRASH event), (1) i updates the list of correct processes, (2) removes from the set ack set all the acks which have process j as the destination of or those that have j as the source of a message, and (3) retransmits to the first neighbor k of i in the same cluster of j, (if such a k exists) those messages sent to j that have not been acknowledge by it. These retransmissions to k will lead to other retransmissions over the newly rebuilt spanning tree.
The size of a message depends on its type. A T REE message contains, besides the data from the application (AP P ), a header H which is composed by the type of the message type as well as the identifier of the source process (src) and the timestamp of the message ts, as previously described. On the other hand, an ACK message contains just the header H composed by the type type and the necessary information to identify the message which is acknowledged, i.e. (src, ts) . The difference of the sizes of the two types of messages is basically the size of the application message. Therefore, we have:
ts) length(ACK) = length(H) length(T REE) = length(H) + length(AP P ) (3)
Note that the size of a bundled message is given by the sum of the size of messages T REE and ACK that it carries.
Performance Results
In this section we present the results of the simulation experiments comparing the proposed best-effort broadcast algorithm using bundling messages with the same algorithm without bundling. The algorithms were implemented using Neko [28] 1 . The tests are divided in two parts. First the results are presented for fault-free scenarios, and then for scenarios with faulty processes. The use of multiple shared trees is presented in Section 6.2.
Simulation Parameters
For a process to send a message to more than one destination it executes primitive SEND sequentially to each destination in turn. For each message, t s time units are used to the send the message at the source and t r units to receive the message at the destination. The transmission delay t t refers to the time it takes to transmit the message on each communication channel.
To evaluate the performance of broadcast solutions, three metrics are used: (1) the latency to deliver the broadcast message to all the correct processes; (2) the total number of messages sent by the algorithm, including acknowledgments; and (3) the message sizes, in bytes. In each experiment a single message is broadcast at the beginning of the simulation.
The proposed algorithm was evaluated in scenarios with different numbers of processes and, in faulty scenarios, with different numbers of faulty processes. The time intervals were set as t s = t r = 0.1 and t t = 0.8 time units. The testing interval of the VCube is 30.0 units of time. In addition, a process is considered to be faulty if a reply does not arrive at the tester after 4 * (t s + t r + t t ) time units.
Five different scenarios were generated by varying the following parameters: (1) the maximum packet size of bundled messages; (2) the maximum delay for sending a packet; (3) the size of T REE messages; and (4) the size of ACK messages. The parameters used in each scenario are shown in Table 1 , in which each column represents one of the scenarios.
In the scenario (NO-AGGR), no message is bundled. To avoid changes to the algorithm, the maximum packet and message size of T REE and ACK has been set to 1, and the maximum delay is zero. In the other scenarios, the sizes of the messages and the delay for sending messages varied. In SMALL scenarios, the size of T REE is 24, slightly larger than that of ACK which is 20, representing applications that propagate little information, e.g. a value reported by a sensor. For BIG scenarios, the ACK size remains 20 and the T REE messages have size 500. The maximum delay was set to 2 or 10 time units and this is identified by the label of the scenario. In the SMALL2 scenario, for example, the maximum packet size is 1460, the T REE messages have size 24, and the maximum delay is 2. In the BIG10 
The Impact of Multiple Spanning Trees
In order to evaluate the proposed strategy on extreme scenarios we executed an experiment in which 16 processes broadcast messages on a varying number of trees. Each process broadcasts a single message using a fixed set of trees, for a total of 16 messages. Initially, a single tree is used by all processes, in this case all trees totally overlap, but the contention for using that tree increases. Then two trees are used, and so on until each process uses its own tree. The trees used in each scenario are employed processes with identifiers that are smaller than the number of trees, i. e., with one tree, p 0 's tree is used to send 16 messages; with two trees, p 0 and p 1 's trees are used, each one sending 8 messages. We only present scenarios in which the number of messages is divisible by 16 (the number of processes).
In Table 2 we present the latency and number of messages for each scenario, and the multiple trees employed. Results show that in the non-aggregation scenario (NO-AGGR) the latency decreases when multiple trees are used, reaching a reduction of more than 100% when each process uses its own tree. This is due to the contention for the root whenever a tree is shared by multiple processes, which is especially high in the scenario with a single tree, in which p 0 's tree is used by all the processes. Remember that in the proposed model, for each message sent there is a cost in terms of the processing time. The number of messages (TREE and ACK) of the non-aggregation scenarios is constant and equal to n(2n − 2), since there are no failures. In scenarios with bundled messages the latency includes the delays for aggregating messages and the propagation in the tree. However, there is an advantage in sharing the trees in terms of the number of messages required, since the trees overlap multiple times. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for systems of different sizes and without faulty processes. The latency represents the total time to complete the broadcast for all the processes in the five proposed scenarios, that is, the total simulation time considering that all processes execute a single broadcast. The number of messages shown was computed as the average number of messages sent by each process.
Fault-Free Scenarios
The scenario with no bundling presents lower latency in comparison with the scenarios with bundling for systems with fewer than 256 processes, although the number of messages is much higher. In scenario SMALL2 the application messages are small the latency and number of messages are the best of all scenarios. Also noticeable is that although SMALL10 presents the same latency as BIG10, it employed a significantly smaller number of messages. Note that the delays for sending the messages have a similar impact on the latency in the scenarios with bundling, regardless of the number of messages bundled per packet. However, it appears that the impact tends to decrease as the load increasing in systems with smaller messages systems (SMALL), as happened for the 1024 process scenarios. Still comparing the 1,024 processes for SMALL2 and BIG2 in terms of the size of the messages sent by the process p 0 , it can be observed in Figure 4 (b) that SMALL2 is able to take better advantage of bundling given the packet size (1460 bytes) as the number of messages increases. However, BIG2 still shows good performance especially given ACK bundling.
In terms of the total of bytes transmitted, we compared SMALL2 and BIG2 with NO-AGGR scenarios. In fault-free systems with 1,024 processes, 2,046 messages per broadcast are generated (1,023 TREEs and 1,023 ACKs). Comparing SMALL2 with NO-AGGR using the message size parameters of Table 1 and a network with standard header of 40 bytes, this generates a header overhead of 2,095,104 * 40 = 80 Mb and 106,496 * 40 = 4 Mb, respectively. Note that the difference is reduced due to the effectiness of bundling in NO-AGGR with larger messages, which confirms the advantage of bundling for applications that exchange small messages frequently, as in the SMALL scenarios.
Faulty Scenarios
To evaluate the impact of failures on the proposed solution, experiments were performed simulating process crashes. Two types of experiments were performed. In the first, a single process fails at the beginning of the simulation; in the second experiment failures were generated randomly during the simulation. Fault of a single process. Initially process p 1 was set to fail at time t = 0.0, i.e., at the beginning of the simulation. The crash is detected by p 1 's VCube neighbors (p 0 , p 3 and p 5 ) and propagated according to the VCube strategy. Each process, upon detecting the crash of p 1 , performs the steps indicated by the CRASH event of the algorithm. New T REE messages are transmitted as the VCube reconfigures itself. Table 4 compares the average number of messages (TREE and ACK) transmitted by each correct process in a fault-free execution (FF) and with faulty process p 1 (FY). In the scenario without bundling, each broadcast requires with one less message, i.e. the ACK that is not returned by the faulty process. Note that in the beginning of the simulation the processes do not yet know that p 1 is faulty and, therefore, the T REE messages are sent to it normally. The VCube detection latency causes an increase of the execution time in the faulty scenarios as shown in Table 3 . Although it has an impact on all scenarios, VCube's latency is most evident in scenarios without bundling (NO-AGGR) or with small messages (SMALL2 and BIG2). In the SMALL10 and BGI10 scenarios the aggregation delay dominates the fault detection latency. Multiple Faults. Finally, multiple crashes were injected in the scenarios, where the number of faulty processes was equal to (log 2 n) − 1. The faulty processes and the time at which the failures were generated were random. Each scenario was run with 10 different fault configurations. Table 5 shows the latency obtained. The number of messages was omitted due to lack of space and because the time instant a process fails has a direct impact on the number of messages sent, what is not useful without an in-depth analysis of each case. We observed a greater variation in latency for systems with smaller number of processes, since in these systems, the tree propagation latency is lower and the crash detection time has more impact on the total time. The confidence interval (CI) shows the impact that failures have on systems with a higher proportion of failed processes, as in scenarios with a smaller number of processes.
Conclusion
This paper presented an approach to bundle messages along spanning tree intersections which are frequently employed by broadcast algorithms. We proposed a best-effort broadcast algorithm with message bundling. This is an autonomous algorithm builds and dynamically maintains spanning trees rotted at each source process are on top of a VCube, a scalable topology which adapts itself after process crashes. Simulation results comparing the proposed solution with a alternative that does not bundle messages show the efficiency of the proposed strategy in fault-free and faulty scenarios, especially in terms of the number and size of the messages required. Future work includes adapting the algorithm for the asynchronous model, evaluting the impact of bundling messages on other types of broadcast (e.g. causal) and also implementing a TCP/IP broadcast tool based on the algorithm. 
